This paper introduces a clustering framework for networks with nodes are annotated with time-series data. The framework addresses all types of networkclustering problems: State clustering, node clustering within states (a.k.a. topology identification or community detection), and even subnetwork-state-sequence identification/tracking. Via a bottom-up approach, features are first extracted from the raw nodal time-series data by kernel autoregressive-moving-average modeling to reveal non-linear dependencies and low-rank representations, and then mapped onto the Grassmann manifold (Grassmannian). All clustering tasks are performed by leveraging the underlying Riemannian geometry of the Grassmannian in a novel way. To validate the proposed framework, brainnetwork clustering is considered, where extensive numerical tests on synthetic and real functional Magnetic Resonance Imaging (fMRI) data demonstrate that the advocated learning framework compares favorably versus several state-ofthe-art clustering schemes.
Introduction

Background
Network clustering is the task of assigning nodes to groups via user-defined (statistical) "similarities" among nodal time series (signals), and is ubiquitous across a plethora of disciplines such as computer vision [1] , wireless-sensor [2] , social [3] and brain networks [4] . In brain networks, the choice of scale and type of data determine how networks are built. At the microscopic level, network nodes might be neurons, and edges could represent anatomical connections such as synapses (structural connectivity), or statistical relationships between firing patterns of neurons (functional connectivity). Similarly, at the macroscopic level, nodes can represent brain regions. At this scale, in structural networks, edges might represent long range anatomical connections between brain regions or, in functional networks, statistical relationships between regional brain dynamics recorded via functional Magnetic Resonance Imaging (fMRI) or encephalopathy (EEG). Here, we are interested in functional brain networks in which network nodes represent brain regions whose activity can be represented by a time series describing the dynamic evolution of brain activity. [5] ; e.g., Fig. 1 . In the brain-network context, network clustering has been instrumental in verifying and describing the dynamic nature of brain networks, as well as in detecting and predicting brain disorders such as epilepsy [6] , schizophrenia [7] , Alzheimer disease and autism [8] .
Network clustering aims at three primary goals: State clustering, node clustering within a given state (a.k.a. community detection or topology identification), and subnetwork-state-sequence clustering/tracking. Loosely speaking, a "state" corresponds to a specific network-wide ("global") network topology or nodal connectivity pattern which stays fixed over a time interval. For example, Fig. 1 depicts two states of a given brain network, with distinct nodal connectivity patterns. Node clustering parcellates nodes within a state via "similarities" of their time series. Two communities can be seen in the first state, while three Figure 1 : States, communities and subnetwork state sequences in brain networks. Nodes connected by soild line are driven by a common latent (stochastic) process. The "blue" nodes in states 1 and 2 are driven by a common latent (stochastic) process and they belong to same sub-network.
communities emerge in the second state of Fig. 1 . Furthermore, a "subnetwork state sequence", defined as the latent (stochastic) process that drives a subnetwork/subgroup of nodal time series, may span several "global" states, and the collaborating nodes may even change as the network topology transitions from one state to another. For example, it is conceivable that a specific latent (stochastic) process spans different states of a brain network to drive the time-series data of the "blue" nodes in Fig. 1 .
Prior Art
Most network-clustering methods are used for state and nodal clustering, while only very few schemes identify/track subnetwork state sequences. To avoid an exhaustive list of references, only a few examples on state clustering are mentioned here. Studies [9, 10] utilize independent vector analysis and K-means to detect changes in connectivity patterns. Moreover, [11, 12] advocate hidden Markov models to characterize and cluster network-topology dynamics/states, while [13] applies hierarchical clustering onto a time series of graph-distance measures to identify discrete states of networks.
Node clustering (a.k.a. community detection or topology identification) has been studied extensively for both static and dynamic networks. Modularity maximization [14, 15] is by-now a classical method for community detection.
In [16] , K-means is applied onto the wavelet coefficients of nodal signals, while [4, 17] promote network "motifs" as features to detect network communities. In [18] , EEG-data topography via Renyi's entropy was proposed as a feature extraction mapping, before applying self-organizing maps as the off-the-shelf clustering algorithm. In the recently popular graph-signal-processing context [19, 20] , topology inference is achieved by solving optimization problems formed via the Laplacian matrix of the network. Moreover, motivated by the observation that changes in nodal communities suggest changes in network states, [21] uses fMRI data to perform community detection, and subsequently state clustering, by capitalizing on K-means, multi-layer modeling, (Tucker) tensor and higher-order singular value decompositions.
There are only few methods that can cluster subnetwork state sequences, especially in the brain-network context. In [22] , features extracted from the frequency content of time series are fed into the classical K-means to yield the subnetwork state sequences. A computer-vision approach is introduced in [23] where time series data are transformed into dynamic topographic maps via motion vectors.
Contributions
The contributions of this manuscript are as follows:
(i) By capitalizing on the directions established by [24] , a unifying clustering framework with strong geometric flavor is introduced that makes no assumptions on the network's stationarity and can carry through all possible brainclustering duties, i.e., state and node clustering, as well as subnetwork-statesequence tracking.
(ii) A kernel (vector-valued) autoregressive-moving-average (K-ARMA) model, which appears to be novel in the network-science literature, is proposed to capture latent non-linear and causal dependencies among network time-series.
This K-ARMA model propels the network-feature extraction of any networkclustering task in this article. Per application of the K-ARMA model, a systemidentification problem is solved to extract a low-rank observability matrix. Fea-tures are defined as the low-rank column spaces of those observability matrices. For a fixed rank, those features become points of the Grassmann manifold (Grassmannian), which enjoys the rich Riemannian geometry.
(iii) The framework assumes no prior knowledge on affinity/adjacency matrices of the network, as it is customary done in the literature; e.g., Laplacian matrices [25] . All such information can be computed from scratch in the proposed framework via the K-ARMA feature-extraction scheme.
(iv) Having computed features, the Riemannian multi-manifold modeling (RMMM) [24, 26, 27] postulates that clusters take the form of sub-manifolds in the Grassmannian.
To identify clusters, the underlying Riemannian geometry is exploited by the geodesic-clustering-with-tangent-spaces (GCT) algorithm [24, 26, 27] . Unlike the standard practice of using only the Riemannian distance, e.g., [28] , GCT considers both distance and angular information to improve clustering accuracy.
(v) In contrast to [24, 26, 27] , where the number of clusters needs to be known a priori, this paper incorporates hierarchical clustering to render GCT free from any a-priori knowledge of the number of clusters.
(vi) Extensive numerical tests on synthetic and real fMRI data demonstrate that the proposed framework compares favorably versus state-of-the-art manifold-learning and brain-network clustering schemes.
For convenience, the proposed clustering framework is summarized in Fig. 2 , and its building blocks, or modules, are delineated in the rest of the paper.
The K-ARMA model and the feature-extraction mechanism are introduced in 
Network-Feature Extraction by Kernel-ARMA Modeling
Consider a (brain) network/graph G := (N , E), with sets of nodes N , of cardinality |N |, and edges E. Each node ν ∈ N is annotated with a stochastic process (time series) ( ν y t ) t∈Z , where t denotes discrete time and Z the set of all integer numbers; cf. Fig. 1 . To avoid congestion in notations, ν y t stands for both the random variable (RV) and its realization. In fMRI, nodes N comprise regions of interest (ROI) of the brain which are created either anatomically or functionally, and ( ν y t ) t∈Z becomes a blood-oxygen-level dependent (BOLD) time series [29] , e.g., Fig. 4e . For index V ⊂ N and q ∈ Z >0 , the q × 1 vector V y t is used in this manuscript to collect all signal samples from node(s) V of the network at time t, and to unify several scenarios of interest as the following discussion demonstrates. 
Extracting Grassmannian Features
Consider now a user-defined RKHS H with its kernel mapping ϕ(·); cf. Sec. Appendix A. Given N ∈ Z >0 and assuming that the sequence 
Kernel-based ARMA models have been already studied in the context of support-vector regression [30] [31] [32] . However, those models are different than (1) since only the AR and MA vectors of coefficients are mapped to an RKHS feature space, while the observed data ν y t (of only a single time series) are kept in the input space. Here, (1) offers a way to map even the observed data to an RKHS to capture non-linearities in data via applying the ARMA idea to properly chosen feature spaces. In a different context [33] , time series of graph-distance metrics are fitted by ARMA modeling to detect anomalies and thus identify states in networks. Neither the Grassmannian nor kernel functions were investigated in [33] .
and the "backward" matrix-valued function
Then, there exist matrices Π t+1 ∈ R ρ×τ b N and E τ f t+1 ∈ R mN ×τ b N s.t. the following low-rank factorization holds true:
where product ⊗ H is defined in Sec. Appendix A, and O is the so-called ob-
With regards to a probability space, if (i) (υ t ) t and (ω t ) t in (1) are considered to be zero-mean, independent and identically distributed stochastic processes, as well as independent of each other, (ii) (ω t ) t is independent of (ψ t ) t ,
and (iii) ω t and ψ t , ∀(t, t ) s.t. t > t , are independent, then
If, in addition,
Motivated by (3) and (4), the result (lim τ f →∞ E τ f t = 0, ∀t), and the fact that the conditional expectation is the least-squares-best estimator [34, §9.4], the following task is proposed to obtain an estimate of the observability matrix:
To solve (5), the singular value decomposition (SVD) is applied to obtain Due to the factorization OΠ, identifying the observability matrix becomes ambiguous, since for any non-singular matrix P ∈ R ρ×ρ , OΠ = OP·P −1 Π, and
VÔt P can serve also as an estimate. By virtue of the elementary observation that the column (range) spaces of VÔt P and VÔt coincide, it becomes preferable to identify the column space of VÔt , denoted hereafter by [ VÔt ], rather 
Apply SVD: There can be many choices for the reproducing kernel function κ(·, ·) (cf.
Sec. Appendix A). If the linear kernel κ lin is chosen, then H = R q , ϕ(·) becomes the identity mapping, ϕ t = [y t , y t+1 , . . . , y t+N −1 ] ∈ R qN , and ⊗ H boils down to the usual matrix product. This case was introduced in [24] . The most popular choice for κ is the Gaussian kernel κ G;σ , where parameter σ > 0 stands for standard deviation. However, pinpointing the appropriate σ * for a specific dataset is a difficult task which may entail cumbersome cross-validation procedures [37] . A popular approach to circumvent the judicious selection of σ * is to use a dictionary of parameters {σ j } J j=1 , with J ∈ Z >0 , to cover an interval where σ * is known to belong to. A reproducing kernel function κ(·, ·) can be then defined as the convex combination κ(·, ·) :
are convex weights, i.e., non-negative real numbers s.t. J j=1 γ j = 1 [37] . Such a strategy is followed in Section 4. Examples of non-Gaussian kernels can be also found in Sec. Appendix A.
Parameters in Alg. 1 need to be chosen properly to guarantee that features while large values of τ f can help in reducing the estimation error of VÔt .
Network Clustering In The Grassmannian
Extended Geodesic Clustering by Tangent Spaces
Having extracted and mapped features into the Grassmannian, the next task in the pipeline of the framework is clustering. To keep this module as generic as possible, the index set I will be used henceforth to mark features in {x i } i∈I .
This work follows the Riemannian multi-manifold modeling (RMMM) hypothesis [24, 26, 27] , where clusters {C k } K k=1 are considered to be submanifolds of the Grassmannian, and data {x i } i are located close to or onto {C k } K k=1 (see Fig. 3a for the case of K = 2 clusters). RMMM allows for clusters to intersect; a case where the classical K-means, for example, is known to face difficulties [38] .
Clustering is performed by Alg. 2, coined geodesic clustering by tangent spaces (GCT). The present GCT extends its initial form of [24, 26, 27] to the case of Alg. 2 where there is no need to know the number K of clusters a-priori.
This desirable feature of Alg. 2 is also along the lines of usual practice, where it is unrealistic to know K before employing a clustering algorithm.
In a nutshell, Alg. 2 computes the affinity matrix W of features {x i } i∈I in step 8, comprising information about sparse data approximations, via weights {α ii } i,i ∈I , as well as the angular information {θ ii } i,i ∈I . Although the incorporation of sparse weights originates from [39] , one of the novelties of GCT is the usage of the angular information via {θ ii } i,i ∈I . GCT's version of [24, 26, 27] applies spectral clustering in step 9, where knowledge of the number of clusters K is necessary. To surmount the obstacle of knowing K beforehand, Louvain clustering method [40] is adopted in step 9. The Louvain method belongs to the family of hierarchical-clustering algorithms that attempt to maximize a modularity function, which monitors the intra-and inter-cluster density of links/edges. Needless to say that any other hierarchical-clustering scheme can be used at step 9 instead of Louvain method.
A short description of the steps in Alg. 2 follows, with Riemannian-geometry details deferred to [24, 26, 27] . Alg. 2 visits {x i } i∈I sequentially (step 1). At step 2, the K NN -nearest-neighbors N NN (x i ) of x i are identified, i.e., those K NN points, taken from {x i } i , which are placed the closest from x i with respect to the Grassmannian distance [41] . The neighbors N NN (x i ) are then mapped at step 3
of the Grassmannian at x i (the gray-colored plane in Fig. 3b ) via the logarithm map log xi (·), whose computation (non-closed form via SVD) is provided in [24, 27] .
Step 4 computes the weights {α ii } x i ∈N NN (xi) , with α ii := 0, via the following sparse-coding task:
Algorithm 2: Extended geodesic clustering by tangent spaces (eGCT) (6) . Set α ii := 0, for all i s.t.
Compute the sample correlation matrixĈ xi in (7). 6 Perform principal component analysis (PCA) onĈ xi to extract the eigenspaceŜ xi .
7
Compute angle θ ii between vector
9 Apply Louvain method [40] to W to parcellate the data (
The affine constraint in (6), imposed on the {α ii } coefficients in representing
x ii via its neighbors, is motivated by the affine nature of the tangent space ( Fig. 3b ). Moreover, the larger the distance of neighbor x ii from x ii , the larger
, which in turn penalizes severely the coefficient α ii by pushing it to values close to zero.
Step 5 computes the sample covariance
wherex
x ii denotes the sample average of the neighbors of x ii . PCA is applied toĈ xi at step 6 to compute the principal eigenspaceŜ xi , which may be viewed as an approximation of the image of the cluster (submanifold) C k , via the logarithm map, into the tangent space T xi Gr(ρ, mN ) (see Fig. 3b ). OnceŜ xi is computed, the angle θ ii between vector x ii − x ii andŜ xi is also computed at step 7 to extract angular information.
The larger the angle θ ii is, the less the likelihood for x i to belong to cluster C k . The additional use of angular information by GCT advances the boundary of state-of-the-art clustering methods in the Grassmannian, where, usually, the weights of the adjacency matrix are defined via the Grassmannian (geodesic) distance or sparse-coding schemes [39] .
Summarizing the Network-Clustering Framework
To summarize, the flowchart of the network-clustering framework is presented in Fig. 2 . 
Computational Complexity
The main computational burden comes from the feature extracting and clustering steps in Alg. 1 and Alg. 2. If I denotes the points in the Grassmannian, the computational complexity for computing features
includes SVD computations. In Alg. 2, the complexity for computing the
notes the cost of computing the Riemannian distance between any two points, and N NN log |I| refers to the cost of finding the N NN nearest neighbors of x i .
Step 4 of Alg. 2 is a sparsity-promoting optimization task of (6) , where C log is the complexity of computing the logarithm map log xi (·); for details, see [24] . For the last step of Alg. 2, the exact complexity of Louvain method is not known but the method seems to run in time O(|I| log |I|) with most of the computational effort spent on modularity optimization at first level, since modularity optimization is known to be NP-hard [42] . To summarize, the complexity of Alg. 2 is
Numerical Tests
This section validates the proposed framework on synthetic and real data.
Tags eGCT[Sker] and eGCT[Mker] denote the proposed framework whenever a single and multiple kernel functions are employed, respectively. In the case where the linear kernel is used, the K-ARMA method boils down to the eGCT method of [24] . Apart from the classical K-means, other competing algorithms are: (i) The sparse manifold clustering and embedding (SMCE) [39] ; (ii) inter-action K-means with PCA (IKM-PCA) [43] ; (iii) graph-shift-operator estimation (GOE) [20] from the popular graph-signal-processing framework; (iv) independent component analysis (ICA) [44, 45] ; (v) multivariate Granger causality (MVGC) [46, 47] ; (vi) 3D-windowed tensor approach (3D-WTA) [48] . More details are given in Sec. 5 of the supplementary file to abide by the thirty-pages To ensure fair comparisons, the parameters of all methods were tuned to reach optimal performance for every scenario at hand.
The evaluation of all methods was based on the following two criteria:
(i) Clustering accuracy, defined as the number of correctly clustered data points (ground-truth labels are known) over the total number of points; (ii) normalized mutual information (NMI) [49] ; and In what follows, every numerical value of the previous criteria is the uniform average of 20 independently performed tests for the particular scenario at hand.
Synthetic Data
Data were generated by the open-source Matlab SimTB toolbox [44] . A 10node network is considered that transitions successively between 4 distinct network states. Every state corresponds to a certain connectivity matrix, generated via the following path. Each connectivity matrix, fed to the SimTB toolbox, is modeled as the superposition of three matrices: 1) The ground-truth (noiseless) connectivity matrix (cf. Fig. 4) , where nodes sharing the same color belong to the same cluster and collaborate to perform a common task; 2) a symmetric matrix whose entries are drawn independently from a zero-mean Gaussian distribution with standard deviation σ to model noise; and 3) a symmetric outlier matrix where 36 entries are equal to µ to account for outlier neural activity. Table 1 that the existence of outliers affects negatively the ability of all methods to cluster data. The main reason is that the algorithms tend to detect outliers and gather those in clusters different from the nominal ones. Ways to reject those outliers are outside of the scope of this study and will be provided in a future publication. Table 2 presents the results of community detection. The numerical values in Table 2 Fig. 7 depicts also the standard deviations of the results of Table 2 . Table 3 illustrates Table 2 .
Similarly to the previous cases, eGCT [Mker] outperforms all other methods across all datasets and scenarios on both clustering accuracy and NMI. Fig. 8 depicts also the standard deviations of the results of Table 3 .
Real Data
To validate the community detection framework,we tested our algorithm on functional networks derived for two subjects taken from the S1200 dataset of the Human Connectome Project (HCP) [50] were considered.
To avoid irrelevant influence, only the part of cleaned volume data in single run with left-to-right phase encoding direction was employed. In addition to the HCP preprocessing, each voxel was standardized by first subtracting the temporal mean and then applying global signal regression. Specifically, motion outliers was used to estimate framewise displacement (FD) [51] and volumes with FD>0.2 mm were censored and removed from further analysis. In addition, we standardized each voxel by first subtracting the temporal mean and then applying global signal regression. Brain regions were defined using either the standard 116 region AAL-atlas [52] . The temporal activity for a given brain region was computed by averaging the signal over all voxels within the region. Table 4 and Fig. 5 shows the community-detection results with 116 brain
ROIs. Ten subjects are randomly selected from the HCP resting state fMRI atlas, respectively [53] . Community label assignment was based on minimizing the Euclidian distance from the centroid of a region in the AAL to the corresponding Schaefer-100atlas over more than 1000 samples. Subcortical and Cerebellar regions were combined into their respective systems. Table 4 and Fig. 5 shows the community-detection results with 116 brain ROIs. Nodes/ROIs with the same color are in the same cluster. Ten samples are randomly selected from the data set. .
The state clustering results of real fMRI are briefly described in Sec. 7 of the supplementary file.
Supplementary: Competing Algorithms
5.1. Sparse Manifold Clustering and Embedding (SMCE) [39] Each point on the Grassmannian is described by a sparse affine combination of its neighbors. The computed sparse weights define the entries of a similarity matrix, which is subsequently used to identify data-cluster associations. SMCE
does not utilize any angular information, as step 7 of Alg. 2 does.
5.2.
Interaction K-means with PCA (IKM-PCA) [43] IKM is a clustering algorithm based on the classical K-means and Euclidean distances within a properly chosen feature space. To promote time-efficient solutions, the classical PCA is employed as a dimensionality-reduction tool for feature-subset selection. In this algorithm, the dimension of fMRI data is reduced by classical PCA first, then the PCA-processed data are clustered using IKM.
Graph-shift-operator estimation (GOE) [20]
The graph shift operator is a symmetric matrix capturing the network's structure, i.e., topology. There are widely adopted choices of graph shift operators, including the adjacency and Laplacian matrices, or their various degreenormalized counterparts. An estimation algorithm in [20] computes the optimal graph shift operator via convex optimization. The computed graph shift operator is fed to a spectral-clustering module to identify communities within a single brain state, since [20] assumes stationary time-series data.
Independent Component
Analysis based algorithms (ICA) [44, 45] Independent component analysis discovers hidden features or factors from a set of observed data such that the discovered features are maximally independent. For state clustering, group ICA [44] is introduced. In this algorithm, features are extracted and examined for relationships among the data types at the group level (i.e., variations among time sliding windows, patients or controls). Then, functional connectivity matrices are estimated as covariance matrices and clustered by K-means. For community detection, [45] proposed a framework with ICA and hierarchical clustering to identify functional brain connectivity patterns of EEG and fMRI datasets.
Multivariate
Granger causality (MVGC) [46, 47] To explore the knowledge of functional brain network as well as connectivity patterns and community structures, multivariate Granger causality (MVGC) has recently been applied to incorporate information about the influence exerted by a brain region onto another. A MVGC toolbox is provided by [46] that estimates "Granger causality" and vector autoregressive coefficients on time or frequency domain of time series. A community detection framework based on MVGC toolbox is proposed in [47] . "Granger causality" strength between each pair of nodes/ROIs become the entries of an adjacency matrix, which is fed into spectral clustering for community detection.
5.6. 3D-Windowed Tensor Approach (3D-WTA) [48] 3D-WTA was originally introduced for community detection in dynamic networks by applying tensor decompositions onto a sequence of adjacency matrices indexed over the time axis. 3D-WTA was modified in [21] to accommodate multi-layer network structures. High-order SVD (HOSVD) and high-order orthogonal iteration (HOOI) are used within a pre-defined sliding window to extract subspace information from the adjacency matrices. The "asymptoticsurprise" metric is used as the criterion to determine the number of clusters.
3D-WTA is capable of performing both state clustering and community detection. Table 5 provides the parameters µ and σ used to generate noise matrices and symmetric matrices to simulate outlier neural activities. By choosing different combinations of (µ, σ), 6 different synthetic fMRI datasets were created. 
Supplementary: Synthetic fMRI data
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Supplementary: Real data
Real fMRI behavioral data, acquired from the Stellar Chance 3T scanner (SC3T) at the University of Pennsylvania, were used to cluster different states.
The time series in data are collected in two arms before and after an inhibitory sequence of transcranial magnetic stimulation (TMS) known as continuous theta burst stimulation [54] . Real and Sham stimulation of two different tasks were Table 3 .
applied for TMS. The two behavioral tasks are: 1) Navon task: A big shape made up of little shapes is shown on the screen. The big shape can either be green or white in color. If green, participant identifies the big shape, while if white, the participant identifies the little shape. The task was presented in three blocks: All white stimuli, all green stimuli, and switching between colors on 70% of trials to introduce switching demands. Responses given via button box are in the order of circle, x, triangle, square; 2) Stroop task: Words are displayed in different color inks. There are two difficulty conditions; one where subjects respond to words that introduced low color-word conflict (far, deal, horse, plenty) or high conflict with color words differing from the color the word is printed in (e.g., red printed in blue, green printed in yellow, etc.) [55] . The participant has to tell the color of the ink the word is printed in using a button box in the order of red, green, yellow, blue. Results of state clustering on real fMRI data are revealed in Table 6 . Fig. 9 depicts also the standard deviations of the results of Table 6 . eGCT [Mker] scores the best performance among all methods.
Conclusions
This paper introduced a novel clustering framework to address all possible clustering tasks in dynamic (brain) networks: state clustering, community de- 
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